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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Sixty-Third Day: Friday, February 23, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 609*-177-115-90—29%W, 63%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #7 Classy Dancer (7th race)—4-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #5 Manhattan Project (11th race)—10-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#8)A J’S AMEX: Great post draw, has tactical foot; ends seconditis today  
(#6)INDIAN CHASER: Big improvement off the claim; likes to spit bit late 
(#5)E Z’S MISTRESS: Improved for new connections; wheeled back quickly 
(#3)ASIAN MOONLADY: Distant third behind top choice in last two outings 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-5-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)LEXI’S DOLL: Game despite class hike last time; likes GP, gets in light  
(#1)SCHMISS: Sports decent dirt form around 1-turn on “fast” racetracks 
(#3)ADOSINDA: Placed in 5-of-7 lifetime at Gulfstream; blinkers “off” noted 
(#2)SIPMYCHARDONNAYNAE: Class drop is significant; tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-3-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#1)FORTUNE COOKIE: Never been in this cheap; Rosario scrapes paint  
(#2)OH MY WARRIOR: Bay woke up for $35,000; tractable, likely overlay 
(#6)DOWNRANGE: Professional debut; love the slight cutback to 6.5 panels 
(#5)BEE QUIET: Good third in first try against winners; gets extra 1/16th  
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-6-5 
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RACE FOUR 
(#4)CANDY ASSET: Salty try hooking winners despite horrid start in last  
(#6)LITTLE NO WAY: Has useful form on “firm” going; third off the shelf 
(#7)BOLD DADDY: Tons of upside, sire gets runners; tries winners—wide 
(#3)TROUBLE IN PHOENIX: Finished with zeal off the shelf; steps up today 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-7-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)REALM: 5-year-old runs well fresh; three “bullet” breezes in holster  
(#3)IMPRESSIVE EDGE: $400K colt fires fresh; love the cutback to 7F 
(#4)ABOUNDING LEGACY: Placed in 16-of-21 starts at GP; exits “live” race 
(#5)YOURDREAMSORMINE: Gets some needed class relief; 7F specialist 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#1)COLEMAN ROCKY: Barn sports gaudy win clip off claim; saves ground  
(#8)SLAIMY: Nice turn of foot when 3rd behind next-out winner last time 
(#5)IN HIS IMAGE: Had to have needed last off extended rest; speed & fade 
(#3)HARRY’S GONE GRAY: Need to see 1 off lengthy layoff; “bullet” noted 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-5-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#7)CLASSY DANCER: Love the dirt-to-turf move; broke maiden on debut  
(#4)MIZ MAYHEM: Toss her last race—brutal start; dirt-to-turf move suits  
(#8)CATHARSIS: Marked improvement on the grass; 8-hole is worrisome 
(#3)BURKE’S GARDEN: Bay is at her best on “firm” terrain; loves 5 panels 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-8-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#4)DAGNEY’S WARRIOR: Slides into restricted company; speed, fade play  
(#1)STARSHIP ZODIAC: Good try in 1st start v. winners; tactical speed, rail 
(#7)NOCATEE: Last better than it first looks on paper; “bullet” work since 
(#6)SO FRESH: She’s handy but seems to want more distance and the turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-7-6 
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RACE NINE 
(#6)GOING TO THE BEACH: Dressed up, nowhere to go in last; gets L. Saez  
(#8)BAKELITE: Drops in for $20K tag; third start off shelf, first as gelding 
(#9)MR. MAC: Takes a huge class drop for Romans; stretches out, tries turf 
(#7)SPRING JOY: Bred to relish 2-turns on grass; gets needed class relief 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-9-7 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#3)NOBLE READY: Awkward start costly last time; sitting on a win today  
(#2)LIDO: Takes needed step back to the allowance ranks; capable off shelf 
(#7)FOLLOW NO ONE: Aired in last start off a layoff; dirt-to-turf move suits 
(#5)MY SISTERSLEDGE: Hit best stride too late last time; gets extra 1/16th  
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-7-5 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#5)MANHATTAN PROJECT: Big effort on debut for $20K; tons of upside  
(#10)JAILHOUSE KITTEN: Improving for Maker; just missed for $35K tag 
(#4)MASQUERADER: 3 lengths and change off next-out winner on debut 
(#7)OX BRO: Gray has never been worse than second on the turf; steps up 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-4-7 
 
 
* Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 


